Perhaps like most great awakenings—cultural, political, personal—our program’s great awakening began once we let go of our current approach to student learning and opened ourselves up to new possibilities. In retrospect, the growth began in November 2007 with an invitation from our colleague Marcia Baxter Magolda to be guest speakers for her advanced student development theory course. Asked to discuss how we align components of our program—the University Honors and Scholars Program (UHSP) at Miami University—with student development theory, we initially contemplated recounting our success stories, which illustrate how a solid theoretical foundation can shape practice and advance student learning. In 2002, staff and faculty affiliated with the UHSP had overhauled the program in order to more intentionally focus on promoting holistic development. Collectively, the group had created six student learning outcomes that spanned intellectual, personal, and relational dimensions of development; revised the program requirements to ensure that students engaged in enriched learning opportunities outside as well as inside the classroom; and designed an admission process to assess students on multiple cognitive and affective indicators. As Carolyn Haynes noted in a 2006 About Campus article, aligning the program with developmental goals had resulted in numerous benefits, including a more diverse and higher-quality pool of outstanding high school applicants, a greater willingness among students to actively seek out rigorous learning experiences, and a deeper sense of fulfillment among faculty who taught honors courses.

However, as we further prepared for our visit to the graduate course, we realized that we would provide a greater opportunity for students to share their expertise if we laid out our struggles rather than our successes. After all, while we felt we had made significant strides...
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in the past few years, we remained intent on finding more effective ways to foster transformative teaching and learning. What better venue could we find in which to explore these issues than a class of graduate students who were familiar with our context and had studied these issues extensively? Thus, we decided to use the class visit as an opportunity not to share best practices but to solicit feedback on our program’s deeply entrenched problems as well as some newly developed ideas for solving them. Little did we realize that the discussion that ensued in that classroom would propel the transformation of every aspect of our program.

We started the class session with an overview of our most pressing challenges. Like many high-ability students, Miami’s honors students enter the university with impressive high school records of achievement inside and outside the classroom. Although they enter with credit for the majority of their introductory college courses, our program nevertheless requires them to complete at least seven honors courses, most of which meet introductory general education requirements and which they can take in any order. One concern is that despite the fact that our exit interviews show that students find many of their out-of-class and nontraditional learning experiences more transformational than traditional coursework, we give little to no credit for these types of opportunities. And although the percentage of our students who complete a thesis is slightly above the national norm, it is still lower than expected, given the high profile of our entering students. Thus, we have found ourselves in the unenviable predicament of encouraging students to meet course requirements that they really do not need, unintentionally devaluing the out-of-class learning experiences that we know are key to their development, and recognizing that the coursework that we are providing does not seem to prepare or motivate students for substantive research or creative work. In short, our curriculum and program requirements are in critical need of reform.

To address some of these challenges, Haynes had drafted a curriculum composed of three increasingly challenging and complex tiers. She distributed handouts detailing this new curriculum to the graduate students serving as our consultants and then opened the floor for feedback. As our consultants leafed through the handouts, they began to ask questions and provide perspectives that pushed us to consider more deeply our beliefs and values in regard to the learning and development process.

“The learning outcomes appear weighted toward cognitive development,” observed one student. “Good point,” Haynes responded. “My perspective as a faculty member makes me biased in that direction. We will need to work with our partners in student affairs to make sure the learning outcomes also address affective development.”

Others began to think about the implementation process. “In what ways will you ensure that students complete experiences in an appropriate sequence rather than in a random or unstructured manner?” We explained, “We have not quite gotten to that level of detail yet. Any ideas?”

With each subsequent question and comment that our consultants offered, we discovered areas in which to improve and expand the draft for the new curriculum. Immersed in vibrant discussion, we hit the core of the issue when Baxter Magolda observed, “It strikes me that the current program requirements do not measure learning.” Her observation drew the class’s collective attention to the milestones we in the UHSP use to gauge successful progress toward completing the program: five experiences completed with a cumulative grade point average of 3.2 or higher by the end of second year; eight experiences completed with a cumulative grade point average of 3.3 or higher by the end of third year; ten experiences completed with a cumulative grade point average of 3.5 or higher by graduation. Suddenly, we realized that the main hurdle
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to implementation of the new curriculum would be figuring out how to reframe what counts as successful progress. Although the thought of downplaying or perhaps even eliminating the grade point average requirement for an honors program seemed radical to us at first, this idea became increasingly attractive and spurred a turning point in our shift toward a learning-centered paradigm. With the graduate students’ help, we came to see that our current program requirements served as external formulas for success that undercut the mission and vision of our program. In essence, while we espoused holistic development and intentional learning, we measured success with indicators that did not reliably tell us how students had grown intellectually, personally, and socially; even worse, the quantitative requirements provided no incentive or expectation that students decide for themselves the significance or sequence of learning experiences. We had been reinventing the means to the end—the curriculum and cocurriculum of our program—without acknowledging that the end in and of itself would need to change to better reflect and project our program’s values. As we studied the mismatch between the means and the end, we recognized that, as Elliot Eisner states in *The Enlightened Eye*, “More than what educators say, more than what they write in curriculum guides, evaluation practices tell both students and teachers what count. How these practices are employed, what they address and what they neglect, and the form in which they occur speak forcefully to students about what [educators] believe is important” (p. 81).

Having identified the root cause of our deeply entrenched problems, we decided to use the rest of our time with our consultants to gain multiple perspectives and cutting-edge ideas on the following questions:

- How can we sequence learning experiences in a developmentally appropriate way, to help students move progressively toward effective scholarship and leadership within their fields?

Bringing energy, passion, creativity, and intelligence to the discussion, our consultants provided us with theoretically grounded solutions. Moreover, they reinvigorated our hope for effecting positive change within our program in particular and Miami University in general. Inspired, we rushed back to our offices to revise the draft of the new curriculum. The tangible end product of our discussion with the graduate students and the revelations we experienced in regard to learning-centered practices is a framework that shifts away from a focus on teaching and course delivery to a focus on student learning and development. Rather than ask students to complete a particular number of honors experiences and maintain a certain grade point average, we will ask them to demonstrate evidence that they have achieved a sequenced set of outcomes through an annual learning map (a less bureaucratic and legalistic term for learning contract) and e-portfolio. While we will continue to pay attention to students’ grade point averages, we will review each student’s GPA within the context of his or her individualized academic goals rather than have a set cut-off for what counts as acceptable. The outcomes students will work to meet are advanced by a tiered curriculum and cocurriculum that steadily lead students toward the capacity to engage in sophisticated intellectual and creative activities, build mature relationships, and make decisions based on an internal belief system.

**Finding Common Ground on Which to Establish Our Framework**

To guide the creation of our framework, we first looked at sources that convey what our nation as a whole and our university in particular expect of college graduates. Setting expectations on the national level, *College Learning for the New Global Century*, the Association of American Colleges and Universities’ report
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From the National Leadership Council for Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP), states that students need to be able to demonstrate knowledge of human cultures and the physical and natural world, intellectual and practical skills, personal and social responsibility, and integrative learning to meet twenty-first-century challenges. These recommended learning outcomes stem from “a multiyear dialogue with hundreds of colleges and universities about needed goals for student learning; analysis of a long series of recommendations and reports from the business community; and analysis of the accreditation requirements for engineering, business, nursing, and teacher education” (p. 12). During the multiyear dialogue, employers who participated in a study conducted by Peter D. Hart Research Associates, Inc., noted that they endorse “individual student essay tests, electronic portfolios of student work, and comprehensive senior projects as valuable tools both for students to enhance their knowledge and develop important real-world skills, as well as for employers to evaluate graduates’ readiness for the workplace” (p. 1).

The national dialogue about what and how students should learn echoes the local dialogue that Miami University’s president, David Hodge, has begun during the past two years. From dinners focused on topics such as undergraduate research and the learning mission of the university to conference presentations, Hodge has engaged educators in rethinking the structure and function of higher education. In “It Takes a Curriculum: Preparing Students for Research and Creative Work,” Hodge and his coauthors—Paul LePore, Kira Pasquesi, and Marissa Hirsh—propose a model for combining research-based learning with student development theory. In this model, which they label Student as Scholar, they envision a curriculum that helps students develop attributes such as accepting responsibility for their own learning, using answers as opportunities to ask more questions, understanding how to work collaboratively, being confident in their ability to author new knowledge, and looking to peers in order to share viewpoints and contribute to the quality of critical dialogue. During his 2007 annual address to the Miami University community, Hodge highlighted Kate Waller, who has resurrected a student organization designed to encourage environmentally sustainable choices and worked with companies such as Phillips and Kroger to help the campus reduce its carbon footprint, as a student who embodies these attributes. Amid the multiple perspectives on the ultimate outcomes of a high-quality liberal arts education and vivid examples of students who demonstrate advanced degrees of personal, relational, and intellectual maturity, we found common ground, where educators both nationally and locally seek to develop graduates who have the capacity for what Robert Kegan and Baxter Magolda have termed self-authorship. In Learning Partnerships (which she edited with Patricia King), Baxter Magolda notes that Kegan defines self-authorship as “internally coordinating beliefs, values, and interpersonal loyalties rather than depending on external values, beliefs, and interpersonal loyalties” (p. xviii). Joining our fellow educators on this common ground, we turned next to research associated with how to help students achieve self-authorship.

First, we revisited King and Baxter Magolda’s chapter in Learning Partnerships: Theory and Models of Practice to Educate for Self-Authorship, which provides step-by-step guidelines for designing a developmental “curriculum” or, in other words, a plan that breaks developmental goals into a sequence of steps and then “organizes these steps into a series of activities and accomplishments that culminate in the achievement of the learning goals” (p. 320). We also reviewed in “Beyond Seat Time and Student Satisfaction: A Curricular Approach to Residential Education” in which Kathleen Kerr and James Tweedy discuss how the University of Delaware’s Office of Residence Life shifted toward a learning-centered paradigm. As part of this shift, the office developed a residential education curriculum that focuses on citizenship education and addresses the question, “What should every individual student learn as a result of living in a residence hall?” (p. 11). Kerr and Tweedy explain, “The citizenship outcome has been divided into twenty-eight stated
competencies that each student must achieve to meet this outcome. The competencies are time-specific (for example, first year, sophomore year). . . . These competencies are further divided into lesson plans sequenced for use at various points throughout the student’s experience in the residence halls” (p. 12). From these sources, we derived a basic structure and set of components for our framework.

Considering that the UHSP context allows us to work with students from the time they enter Miami until the time they graduate, we specified that Tier 1 in our framework is designed to target students in early levels of young adult development, Tier 2 targets students in intermediate levels, and Tier 3 targets students in advanced levels. Ultimately, these three tiers provide a sequence of steps that help students move gradually and intentionally toward personal, relational, and intellectual maturity. The first tier focuses on assisting students in gaining foundational competencies in scholarship, leadership, and service; the second tier features students beginning to engage in authentic research, service, and leadership endeavors with support and guidance from educators; and the third tier offers students the opportunity to plan, design, and implement their own scholarly, leadership, and service projects with continual feedback and self-reflection. Based on our experiences as well as our understanding of student development theory, we anticipate that most first-year students begin at Tier 1. However, given Jane Pizzolato’s findings that some at-risk students demonstrate self-authorship prior to entering college, we leave open the possibility that some may be ready for Tier 2 when they enter, depending on their social and cultural histories. In contrast to our current requirements, in which only a few students reach the Tier 3 level of development, the new framework sets forth the expectation that all students will reach Tier 3 by the time they graduate.

**Fitting Together Components of the Learning and Development Process**

**TABLE 1** summarizes some of the key features of the tiered framework for student learning. The table
### TIER 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Traits</th>
<th>Developmental Goals</th>
<th>Student Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>Faculty/Staff Expectations</th>
<th>Learning Experiences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Evolving awareness of multiple perspectives and uncertainty  
• Evolving awareness of own values and identity and of limitations of dependent relationships | • Begin choosing their own beliefs and understand how they themselves decide what is true/valid within the context of multiple perspectives  
• Define and act on their own values as well as mutually negotiate with others | • Communicate in a recognizable academic or public genre (using appropriate tone, structure, and argument)  
• Think critically by analyzing or comparing scientific, humanistic, or artistic concepts or frameworks  
• Assess and refine one’s educational goals  
• Operate effectively within a diverse team to solve a problem, address an issue, or answer a question | • Help students understand the limitations and benefits of various knowledge domains (e.g., disciplines, practices, cultures, conventions)  
• Assist students in processing problems and resist temptation to “rescue” or provide answers for them  
• Help students function productively on a team (role negotiation, listening, time management)  
• Integrate opportunities for students to practice discovery and to make connections among their various learning experiences (in-class and out-of-class) | • Honors seminar meeting Tier 2 outcomes  
• Summer or semester-long research experience  
• Semester-long study abroad  
• Internship with additional research and reflection  
• Tutoring experience with training and evaluation (one year)  
• Participation on Mock Trial or Forensics Team (one year)  
• Resident Assistantship  
• Independent study  
• Application for national fellowship or external grant with close faculty guidance |

### TIER 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Traits</th>
<th>Developmental Goals</th>
<th>Student Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>Faculty/Staff Expectations</th>
<th>Possible Experiences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Awareness of knowledge as contextual  
• Development of internal belief system and sense of self  
• Capacity to engage in authentic, interdependent relationships | • Consistently base their decisions and constructions of knowledge upon their internal belief system  
• Integrate aspects of their identity and recognize the multifaceted identities of others | • Produce work that advances an original idea and is aligned with personal philosophy, and present to a public audience  
• Think critically by actively engaging with, evaluating, and integrating diverse knowledge  
• Create, critique, apply knowledge in multiple contexts  
• Align one’s actions with one’s values  
• Sustain and enact a commitment to creating an inclusive community | • Open up opportunities for students to construct knowledge  
• Share authority and expertise with students  
• Create opportunities for students to teach, lead, and learn from and with others  
• Offer narrative and face-to-face evaluations on students’ work  
• Provide opportunities for students to reflect on their undergraduate experience and apply lessons learned to career plans  
• Encourage students to engage with one another in respectful dialogue to explore disagreements and differences of opinions | • Honors seminar meeting Tier 3 outcomes  
• Student-designed and led course  
• Traditional thesis  
• Publication in peer-reviewed journal  
• Legacy project (project that gives back to the institution)  
• Presentation at national conference  
• Direct exchange study abroad experience at foreign institution  
• Student teaching with assessment project  
• Design competition  
• Business consultancy  
• Concert or art exhibition with explanatory notes and reflection |
includes five interrelated components that are integral to our framework:

1. A brief description of student traits, which are based on Baxter Magolda’s twenty-year longitudinal study of young adult development
2. A list of key developmental goals, which span the three dimensions of personal, relational, and intellectual development
3. A list of specific and measurable student learning outcomes
4. A set of expectations for faculty and staff facilitating the learning
5. A list of possible sites for student learning to occur both inside and outside the classroom

Each tier contains all five components, but the nature of the components changes in each tier as students move along in their journey toward self-authorship.

To develop each tier, we began with a description of students’ traits in terms of development. We considered questions such as “How do our students at this level of development think about themselves?” “How do they relate with others?” “How do they make decisions?” In essence, we considered where students would likely begin when they approach the activities associated with each tier. Next, we determined the developmental point to which students could realistically progress as a result of engaging in a certain tier’s activities. That is, we established a sequenced set of developmental goals that lead students toward self-authorship as they move from Tier 1 to Tier 3. These developmental goals serve as the foundation for the student learning outcomes, which represent the specific capacities we expect students to demonstrate.

As we began developing the student learning outcomes for the UHSP framework, we initially reviewed the seven liberal arts outcomes of the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education (WNSLAE). In their About Campus article on these outcomes, “Liberal Arts Student Learning Outcomes: An Integrated Approach,” Patricia King, Marie Kendall Brown, Nathan Lindsay, and JoNes VanHecke explain, “Our goal was to produce a list of liberal arts outcomes that connected the qualities of the mind commonly associated with developing wisdom with the responsibilities of citizenship, meaning the educated person’s commitment to community” (p. 3). Their list of liberal arts outcomes includes integration of learning, inclination to inquire and lifelong learning, effective reasoning and problem solving, moral character, intercultural effectiveness, leadership, and well-being. The authors note that two distinguishing features of this list are the interdependence and multiple dimensions of the outcomes. By portraying the outcomes as interdependent, the researchers acknowledge that the outcomes mutually shape one another and fit within a larger developmental process. By having the outcomes span multiple dimensions, the researchers fuse aspects of learning that have traditionally been separated and thus achieve an integrated, holistic portrait of liberal arts education.

The distinguishing features of the seven WNSLAE liberal arts outcomes reflect our own assumptions that learning and development are intricately intertwined and involve growth in cognitive as well as affective dimensions. Thus, we began to revise our student learning outcomes to ensure that they aligned with the developmental goals we had established for the framework and that they addressed all three dimensions of development (personal, relational, and intellectual). For example, one of our current student learning outcomes is to demonstrate a critical understanding of diverse perspectives and cultures. While this outcome most directly connects with the relational aspect of development, in which students gain the capacity to recognize and appreciate the multifaceted identities of others, it also involves intellectual growth in order to identify the assumptions that shape a given perspective and culture as well as personal growth in order to see difference as valuable rather than threatening. Confident that this student learning outcome linked learning with development and spanned multiple dimensions, we then broke it down into steps. For Tier 1, we expect students to demonstrate a willingness to interact with others in order to engage with new and provocative (that is, dissonance-inducing) ideas, disciplines, or cultures. This ability lays the groundwork for Tier 2, in which we ask students to work to incorporate new and provocative ideas, disciplines, or cultures into their own personal and professional philosophy. Finally, as students complete Tier 3, we expect them to be able to recognize the unique value of their own and other cultures and to sustain a commitment to creating inclusive communities. Ultimately, we intertwined the developmental goals and learning outcomes in each tier so

We established a sequenced set of developmental goals that lead students toward self-authorship.
We intertwined the developmental goals and learning outcomes in each tier so that as students learn, they also develop greater degrees of personal, relational, and intellectual maturity.

As is evident from Table 1, each of the five components of our framework informs and interrelates with the others, and all aim to promote students’ cognitive and affective development through opportunities for knowledge construction, continual self-reflection, and collaboration with others. To ensure that this framework is meeting our mission, comprehensive and ongoing assessment of student learning throughout the entire undergraduate experience is crucial. Toward that end, our staff and the members of our program’s advisory committees have developed a rubric that is designed to assess students’ progress in terms of our learning outcomes. The rubric includes ten gradations of development (approximately three gradations per tier) for six main areas: communication, critical thinking, inquiry, intercultural sensitivity, collaboration, and reflection. Using this instrument will enable us to track students’ developmental journeys from their admission into the program to graduation. In fact, our admission application will serve as our students’ first learning map. Rather than ask students to list all of their accomplishments on their application (as we have done in the past), we will instead assess their level of readiness for our program’s learning outcomes by requiring them to respond to questions such as “Describe the three most meaningful learning experiences you have had either inside or outside the classroom, and explain how these experiences contributed to your personal development. What challenges did you face, and how did you address those challenges?” Applicants will respond to two additional essay prompts that will aid us in assessing their intellectual, relational, and personal development.

Once admitted into the program, students will participate in a sequenced series of advising sessions throughout their collegiate experience that will encourage them to identify goals for their educational journey and connect these goals with the outcomes for the
appropriate tier; explore various curricular and cocurricular opportunities that they believe will help them meet our program’s outcomes, their major requirements, and their individual educational goals; and reflect on the highlights and challenges of their college journey. These sessions also will help illustrate how students can partner with educators to take an active role in their own learning experience. Each year, students will use the learning map to reflect on their progress in terms of the relevant tier’s outcomes and to plan for meeting the outcomes in subsequent tiers. Using an electronic portfolio system, they will attach copies of work that they believe demonstrates how they met (or aimed to meet) one or more of the tier’s outcomes in their contract. For example, let’s take the hypothetical case of Lauren, a student who identifies scientific research as her primary educational goal. During her first year, Lauren elects to enroll in a rigorous slate of lower-division science and math courses and volunteers to be a lab assistant; in her e-portfolio, she includes a lab report that provides an insightful summary of the main topic that the research team in her lab is investigating as well as explores possible sources of bias and error within the data. The component of her lab report that explores sources of bias helps educators who are reviewing her e-portfolio see that she has begun to question knowledge claims; when they meet individually with her, they encourage her to move on to Tier 2 opportunities. In Tier 2, Lauren completes courses that focus on research methods, which allow her to compare and contrast different frameworks for her discipline. From her e-portfolio, faculty and staff see that her development in inquiry and critical thinking is on target with Tier 2 outcomes but that her development in collaboration remains in the Tier 1 range. An advisor provides this feedback to Lauren and discusses how to connect with a diverse interdisciplinary research team. The next year, Lauren includes a journal entry about working with the research team in her e-portfolio. She vividly describes a heated argument that took place in the lab one day; elaborating on the stance she took in this situation, Lauren states, “Each person had a valid point, but some people were reluctant to abandon the initial research design because they themselves had put a lot of work into developing it. I decided to jump into the conversation and say that I appreciated the time and effort they had spent because it helped us investigate one key variable. I tried to help them see that not gaining the desired results was an important discovery in and of itself.” Lauren’s demonstrated ability to listen to her teammates and relate with them in a productive fashion gives her confidence to bring her own perspective to her scholarly activities. As a result, she, in consultation with one of her advisors, decides to participate in a graduate-level seminar during her senior year. Through this experience, she and her research team coauthor an article for a peer-reviewed science journal. To document this achievement, Lauren includes the response that she and her coauthors have crafted to the peer reviewers’ comments and notes, “I now realize that feedback, even if critical, is a sign that the reviewer is interested enough in the work to raise questions about it. Rather than dread feedback, I now yearn for it because it allows me to further participate in scholarly dialogue.” Before Lauren graduates, she meets for one final time with an advisor in the Honors and Scholars Program to assess her progress toward the learning outcomes. Even though she may not have reached the top level in each area, she marvels at how far she has come since she wrote her admission essays. Like Lauren, each student in the UHSP will be able to gradually imagine a unique pathway to success that promotes key liberal education outcomes and is aligned with his or her own personal educational goals.

**Moving Forward with Our Framework**

As staff members of the University Honors and Scholars Program further develop and refine the framework and the rubric for assessing its success, we continue to uncover potential benefits and challenges associated with our shift toward a learning-centered paradigm. Perhaps most exciting to us, the framework has proved broad and flexible enough to encompass initiatives in other areas of academic affairs and student affairs. Because the framework aligns with Hodge’s Student as Scholar model, it reflects the evolving values and mission of our university and provides a clear structure for educators who are eager to advance those values and that mission. Ultimately, the framework helps us partner more effectively with educators and students alike to foster student learning. The framework also sets forth criteria by which
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we can ensure that educational experiences are intentionally designed to foster developmental growth and transformative learning rather than just content mastery. In course or cocurricular program proposals, educators will now discuss how the experience they are proposing for honors credit addresses the learning outcomes for a given tier.

While the framework offers many solutions to our deeply entrenched problems, it does not eliminate challenges. Most significantly, implementation of the framework requires cultural change among faculty and staff as well as students. Student learning can only be advanced if educators are also encouraged to develop as learners and teachers through ongoing and required orientations, reflection sessions, and consultations. Moreover, as those who work on the front lines know well, the journey toward self-authorship is rarely, if ever, smooth. Because promoting development involves inciting dissonance and coaxing students to step beyond their comfort zone, crises and conflicts—which take time and patience to resolve—are likely to arise. Educators and students must work together to stay focused on learning, even though one or both parties may be tempted to run from the transformational process at times.

**Reflecting on Our Own Learning and Development**

**When We Look Back** at our process of transformation, we marvel at what we have learned about ourselves, our relationship with our students, and our understanding of our program’s mission. This reinvention was possible because we and the graduate students with whom we initially met were willing to share ideas and authority in mutually respectful and authentic ways and remain open to new ways of thinking and operating. Through our dialogue and then careful study and analysis, we were able to identify the deeper problem underlying the daily challenges we faced. We now understand that the actual obstacle for our students was that virtually every component of the program reinforced external and quantitative requirements and thus detracted from the more important mission to foster increasingly complex ways of making meaning about one’s identity, relationships, and beliefs. Even more significantly, although both of us entered that graduate seminar room convinced that we possessed a strong grasp of student development theory, we now understand that—like our students—we are on a developmental journey. As long as we continue to foster new learning partnerships, our own developmental process—along with that of our students—will, thankfully, continue to move forward.

**Notes**


